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communication

At two years of age, Harley the pug started having 
seizures that couldn’t be diagnosed.  When Allan 

and Donna enrolled him in the AIM Energetic Balancing 
Program, his seizures stopped. Five years later, Harley has 
only experienced seizures when off the AIM Program. 
What is all this about?

As an animal communicator, I frequently check in with 
animals experiencing behavioral, emotional and physical 
problems. In fact more than half my work falls into this 
category. I see firsthand how these animals’ situations
and discomfort impact not only their own well being
but that of their human caregivers. People often feel
helpless and conflicted about how to best assist their
animal friends. So I’m always alert to new ways of
helping animals be the best they can be.

The AIM Program first caught my attention because 
people I respect endorse it, including renowned author 
and motivational speaker Dr. Wayne Dyer, Reverend
Dr. Michael Beckwith, (from The Secret and founder 
of the Agape Center) and Richard Gerber, MD, author
of Vibrational Medicine for the 21st Century.

EvErything is EnErgy
Wellness means balance on all levels of our being, including
spiritual, emotional and physical. Pioneers in past centuries
like Samuel Hahnemann (founder of homeopathy) and 
Dr. Edward Bach (creator of Bach Flower Remedies)

intuitively understood that “dis-ease” exists first as an
imbalance in our energy field or consciousness. Everything
is energy and the entire universe, including ourselves 
and our animal friends, consists of it. In fact, animal
communication is a sharing of this energy!

All-inclusivE MEthod
AIM founder Stephen Lewis has brought this concept 
into the new millennium. He believes healing is all about 
removing energetic imbalances from our consciousness, 
because imbalances impede the flow and expression 
of life force and therefore our natural capacity to heal.
A trained naturopath, homeopath, acupuncturist, bio-
feedback practitioner and chiropractor, Stephen practiced
in California for over 25 years, often with a three-year-
long waiting list. He retired from active practice to
concentrate solely on research and development of
energetic balancing, and founded the AIM Program in 
1999. The acronym AIM stands for All-Inclusive Method.   

Along with colleagues Roberta Hladek and Evan Slawson,
Stephen established the Energetic Matrix Church of
Consciousness (EMC²) under which to operate the AIM 

TAking
AiM AT

wellness

by sue becker

the All-inclusive Method brings
an extra dimension of healing to

animal communication.

AiM helped harley overcome his seizures.
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Program; he selected this type of organization because 
the work is both spiritual and energetic in nature. 

How does it work?
AIM technology features a database with over 500,000 
energetic frequencies that can assist us in removing
imbalances from our energy fields. These frequencies
are delivered by banks of computers to people and ani-
mals on an ongoing basis, 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week – holographically via their photographs. The pho-
tograph acts as a conduit or surrogate connecting these 
balancing energies to the individual. As incredible as
this may seem, your animal’s energetic imbalances can
actually be identified and removed through his photograph!
Animals can and do heal themselves just like humans. 

Each individual’s consciousness knows what inherited and 
acquired imbalances s/he has, and will automatically select 
the specific balancing frequencies needed in order to self 
heal. This process can take a few hours to several months 
depending on the imbalances and the individual. 

Thousands of frequencies similar to disease frequencies
in both humans and animals have been identified by 
AIM, and new ones are added to the system almost 
daily. These frequencies are used to identify an individual’s
imbalances. We can then choose specific balancing
frequencies that will remove the imbalances from our
energy fields. However, it is important to remember
that AIM is a system of self healing that works strictly
on an energy level. It cannot and does not claim or intend 
to treat or cure any medical condition.

AnimAls on Aim
Although AIM was developed for humans, animals
also participate. Dogs, cats, horses, rats, birds, donkeys,
ferrets, snakes, fish, a chinchilla and even a white
tree frog have all been on the program! There are
currently over 50,000 participants, including hundreds
if not thousands of animals. 

The people at EMC² have noticed that animals seem to 
self heal “at a much faster pace” than humans. Some have 
demonstrated significant improvements even within a 
few hours or days. Co-founder Roberta Hladek claims 
that animals on the AIM program seem happier and act 
much younger than their age. And they appear “far more 
healthy... and more connected”. 

•Natalie’s 12 year-old
Dalmatian, Kit, has been 
on AIM for over two years. 
She suffers from a condition
that causes her to gain 
weight and also developed 
arthritis in her hips. After 
taking part in AIM, Natalie 
soon noticed Kit gradually 
shedding her extra pounds. 
She is now “running 
and jumping again like a 
puppy” and has regained a 
more youthful appearance.

•Leslie’s golden retriever Molly was severely abused
as a puppy and was rescued at the age of one. Although 
Leslie tried her best to help Molly heal emotionally 
over the next eight years, she remained extremely 
timid. After one year on AIM, Molly is “the boss of the 
house” and has learned to play and enjoy life again.

•Roberta’s cat Maybe has also benefited. “When she did 
not feel well she would sit at Steve’s desk and meow 
until we noticed her,” she explains. “He would check 
her energetically and when he found what she was 
needing, she would stop and be so still she looked like 
a stuffed animal for a minute. Then she’d go about her 
way...she knew that what he did made her feel better.”

•My own young black kitty 
Flash has been on AIM for 
about four months. When
I check in with her telepathi-
cally, she tells me she is
feeling emotionally stronger 
and more grounded. Always 
a joyous being, she is less 
timid and definitely has
become more affectionate!
I look forward to her
continuing journey.

Like animal communication, AIM can be done over long
distances. And like animal communication, it’s a wonderful 
way to energetically help and heal our four-footed friends. 

For more inFormation, visit energeticmatrix.com or listen to

The Effect of AIM on Animals: The Joy of Healthy, Happy Pets,
a podcast with roberta hladek at aimprogram.com.

kit

Flash
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